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Team Membership Skyrockets
increase attributed to long hair / no hair policy

Up up and
away......

Cycling: rise of the MAMIL
Middle-Aged Men In Lycra
Thirty or 40 years ago, people would ride a
bike for economic reasons, but our research
suggests that nowadays a bicycle is more a
lifestyle addition, a way of demonstrating how
affluent you are.
The research shows that growth in bike sales
is being propelled by 35- to 45-year-old men
with families, who instead of going off and
buying a sports car as they approach middle
age now go for high-end bike instead.

In 2012 The International Triathlon team of Paris "ExpaTRIés" has seen huge increases in new
members, competition participation rates, competition placements and its standing in the IDF Triathlon
league - The female team came 4th !

2012 was all about firsts
It was also a season of firsts as 5 members competed in their
first ever triathlon, 5 members competed in their first ever Half
Ironman competition and 1 member competed in his first ever
Ironman, once again highlighting the diverse levels across the
group - one member even went from doing their first
'decouvert' triathlon in May to a Half Ironman in August.

The whole family is part of the team
A salut to all the supporting families to the teams members
Its cold, wet and terribly terribly early, but such is life for the competitive
triathlete – the body won't train itself - so when the alarm goes off at 6am we
pull ourselves out of bed and get on with the job. But spare a thought for
those lying next to you, they have no need, or desire to even be awake at
that time in the morning, yet they put up with it, without complaining (much).
But then there are those that go even further, fully aware that their attitude is
a major factor in the motivation of a triathlete, there are the partners who get
up with us, who make it out to each competition, stand in the cold, juggling
the 5 bags that they were hurriedly handed at the off, and attempting to
capture at least 1 good shot of somebody in the team – which to be fair is
tough ask even for a professional photographer !
Others give support in other ways, many times this season we have been
blessed by a fantastic Brunch / BBQ / Dinner (or sometimes several) after a
training session or competition, and these don't organise themeselves, once
again dedicated partners making an effort, to which we are all truly grateful.
Finally we cannot let the other family members go un-noticed, a hobby for
parents is often translated into a passion for the kids, and there are some
real stars in the making who compete along side (and will soon be
overtaking) their parents.

Experience
Level

No. of
Members

Never done a
Triathlon

15

One or Two

11

Experienced Pro

12

The past three
years have seen
the rise of the
uber-techno,
super-flashy, fullcarbon fibre,
bobby-dazzler
road bike. The
market for these
bikes has
expanded faster
than a 45-yearold's waistline

Paul Betts claims to have started the movement

Spring will usually bring Mamils out of
hibernation in search of fresh Lycra and
carbon fiber - their staple diet.
Despite appearances to the contrary
(rendezvous with strangers, an empty bed in
the early morning, unaccountable foreign
travel), there is no infidelity involved.
Oh, and you know what we're seeing more of
too? MAFILs. Lots of them......

NOT a
lubricant !

Team Event Participation:
Event

2011

2012

% change

Etampes

8

7

-13%

Versailles

1

15

1400%

Enghien

5

11

120%

TIME Megeve

3

12

300%

Paris

14

25

79%

Chantilly

4

11

175%

Sartrouville

8

5

-37.5%

2012 season profiles
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Nick Lamb

SM

Injured for the first part of the year, El
Presidenté lead by example for the rest
of the season laying waste to all those
who stood in his way (except for the
times when he had a flat tyre).

Seb Guerin

SM

Mighty Mouse flexed his muscles this
year: as the clubs only full distance
Ironman finisher, the man knows
endurance, but can the body continue
to take this kind of punishment?
Short answer - yes.

Rich Yarsley

SM

Started off the season as number 1
triathlete, and didn’t let us forget it until
he ended up on a drip at Vichy - still
good performance for a busy year, with
a few injuries to get over too, he can be
happy to be in the top 3.

Val Pajot

Paul Shoemaker

Paul Betts

VM

Last season Paul struggled with the swim,
so logically this season he has concentrated
on running and cycling, spending his
children’s inheritance on a new bike to
shave off those few vital seconds. Maybe
next season he will just pay the 4€ to go
down the pool a bit more often.

Where he belongs !

SM
SM

They say Samson’s strength was in
his hair. I’d like to see him take on
Val in a Triathlon though, as his long
flowing locks would make Samson
green with envy. Already fighting fit,
this was a first year of Triathlons for
Val - he is clearly made for the
sport ;-)

SM
Jimbob Doyle
Champion of the steepest learning
curve of all time, from Decouverte
in May to Half Ironman in August,
James has come a long way. His
secret is either a strong focus, lots
of training or spending a small
fortune on a bike - but if you ask
him, <and anyone who knows
anything about bikes> - it was
worth it.

Dan Garcia

SM

If anyone wants to know the
difference
between
mountain
biking and road biking, they can ask
Dan, who made the move this
season and went straight into the
Alpes for the team biking weekend
which nearly killed him. But great
determination has gotten those legs
strong, until he gets to the run that
is.

A workout mule is available on a moments notice to pace
parts of a gruelling workout, lend encouragement in the
most difficult of situations, carry fluids when needed.
Mules are willing to sacrifice their own plans for a given day
with little or no hesitation so that others can benefit from
their assitance.

VM

Mr Motivator started triathlons last year,
and having found he needed company,
decided to join the club and show us how it
is done. From him, we all learned that at
the end of a tough competition, when you
are drained and just want to collapse, the
most important thing...smile.

VM

Matt likes to keep everyone in the dark
about when he is going to turn up at
training or competitions, telling us it was a
last minute decision. But for someone
making lots of last minute decisions, he is
always remarkably well prepared - a strong
competitor - when he turns up !

Dave Bishop

SM

‘The Bish’ destroyed everyone in the first
few competitions of the year, and looked
unstoppable but then work and pride got
in the way and he finished 6th. Always
suffering from the work hard, play harder
philosophy, he remains a great competitor
all year round.

Thib Candebat

SM

A mainstay of the social night, Thibaud
only missed a couple during the whole
year - showing that the French do indeed
know how to be sociable. A powerful
swimmer always contesting the #1 spot
out of the water, but lack of bike form
always lets him down - perhaps a few
more long rides next year ?

Only one is still allowed in schools

If anyone embodies the phrase ‘Mad for
it’, its Jamie. A northerner but without
too much of a silly accent, he is easily
the most competitive competitor of all
time, and after getting his back side
slapped early on in the season, has seen
red for the rest of it - to be feared if he is
behind you on the run (which he
generally is).

VM

Rabi Sweiden

“I’ve signed-up for the Paris Triathlon”
- “What competition experience do you
have ?” - “None”
He has come a long way since then,
juggling work and family lives and still
managing to consistently improve his
form with each competition - next year
he will be starting as a seasoned
triathlete.

VM

Another Triathlon debutant this year,
Paul
also
has
shown
great
determination to haul himself out of
bed in the early mornings to get the all
important training in. This shows in the
results with a consistent improvement
over the season - what does next year
hold ?

Plimsole

VM

Laurent Benezech

This was a season of Long Distance
competitions for Laurent, and always
the professional athlete, he had a plan
and he was sticking to it. We managed
to get him down to Andresy though and
he showed us that for a big guy,he is
still pretty quick.

SM

Chris Cheetham

A strong competitor who greatest
strength is taking advice, Chris came to
us with an average swim technique but
turned it into an efficient one by the end
of the season. Will be a serious danger
next season as body gets used to the
punishment.

Todd Price

SM

The Australians don’t take many things
seriously, but Todd looked pretty
serious towards the end of his first
Triathlon of the year... I think it was
then he realised the truth in the phrase
‘Train or Pain’.

SM

Anyone who has ever trained with Camille asks one
simple question “How the hell is he doing that ?!?”
His legs don’t seem to register hills on the bike, and
he runs as if constantly going downhill. A great
season only tarnished by allegations of tampering
with the tyres of his main rival.

F

Cha Cha Henry

Our very own Superwoman has had a
great season, and now looks like she is
going to make the move to even longer
distances next year. In all her photos,
she has a great big smile on her face, so
either she is a masochist or she just
enjoys the competition.

F

Tina Cotoia

In her final season with the club, our
little dynamo finally conquered her
swimming issues and with great
courage on the bike, and hyper focus
on the run has finally become a
serious Triathlon competitor. She
leaves us to go back to the US now
and will be sorely missed but not
forgotten ;-)

F

K Feddersen
Kristine’s little helpers are
perhaps the most eagerly
anticipated members at any
event - happy faces cheering
everyone round. The FED
herself mocks everyone in the
swim deciding to back-stroke
whenever she does, but what
will next season hold - more
backstroke or more smiling
faces ?

Pascale Vernetti

F

Although she rarely comes
first, nobody actually beats
Pascale in a competition. The
perfect embodiment of an
Anglo-French mélange, she
complains about how hard
training and competitions are,
and then finishes with a big
smile and sits down to a bottle
of wine.

Ada Gadomska

Cam Delebecque

Shoe

VM

Jamie Corcoran

Paul Guillochon

Matt Billingham

Who is your Workout mule ??

F

Having only ever done 1 triathlon,
and without a bike for most of the
season, Ada lacks experience and
confidence. But what she lacks here,
she makes up in determination,
completing her first Olympic
distance in Chantilly, visibly shaken
up, but under no circumstances was
she ever not going to finish.

Andrea Copsey

F

She decided at the start of the year
that she would do Paris Triathlon,
then promptly forgot about it until a
couple months before, but experience
and base strength got her round - as
always.
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ExpaTRIés Challenge 2012
As well as many others firsts, this season also saw the first ever 'Challenge ExpaTRIés' - The Expatries Challenge is the inter club competition based over 10
points-scoring events from Super sprint to Ironman. Performance and commitment are the only two ways to earn points with a position based scoring mechanism,
weighted by distance that would finally allow us to rank the team members against each other, to determine once and for all who is the Club champion.........

Senior Males
This year was always going to be interesting especially when Seb pipped Nick to the
post in the season opener but crucially neither Dave or Richard were participating. The
next three events set the tone as David and then Richard climbed into the lead. Richard
was finishing second but he was doing it consistently and rapidly creating a gap on
those who finished 1st one day but 3rd or 4th the next. Nick, who had missed a couple
of events, returned with a win in Enghien but mid way through the season it was still
Richard riding high. Sebs ironman gave him 25 much needed points but this still wasn't
to change the leader board. And so we found ourselves mid July with two key races
approaching. The Paris triathlon is the clubs golden event and everyone would be there,
any mistake would cost not one place but maybe four or five, and a potential 10 point
swing. Nick stormed to the lead and will always regret not fixing his first puncture
properly, Richard had fought a stomach bug all week and just couldn't deliver, Seb had
done his ironman two weeks earlier and his legs were still recovering. None of the big
players were delivering and it left Camille, Thibaut and Matt, who are all good
competitors in their own right claiming the big points. In the overall standings Richard's
lead was still there but reduced to half a point. Everyone was looking to Vichy. Logic
would have put Nick first and Seb second due to their experience while Valentin and
Richard remained wild cards over the half ironman distance. The intense heat set the
scene for a crucial day, Nick came home first, followed by Valentin, with 10km to go Seb
was only a minute ahead of Richard but then disaster struck for the Englishman as the
heat punished him. He managed to get across the line but it was the end of his race,
season and his Challenge Expatries. Two races left it was Nick who would win at
Chantily and confirm himself as the 2012 champion.

2012
Ranking

Name

Cat

#

Points

1

N. LAMB

SM

6

92.25

2

S. GUERIN

SM

7

91.5

3

R. YARSLEY

SM

6

69

4

V. PAJOL

SM

5

66.5

5

J. DOYLE

SM

7

56.75

6

P. SHOEMAKER

VM

7

55.5

7

P. BETTS

VM

5

53

8

C. HENRY

F

4

49

9

D. BISHOP

SM

4

48.5

10

J. CORCORAN

VM

6

43

11

K. COTOIA

F

4

40

11

M BILLINGHAM

VM

3

40

13

T. CANDEBAT

SM

3

33.5

13

K. FEDDERSEN

F

4

33.5

15

R. SWEIDEN

VM

6

32

16

D. GARCIA

SM

3

23.5

Veteran Males

17

P. GUILLOCHON

VM

3

19.5

Early season form suggested there were 3 contenders for the senior men's title. Paul
Betts is a veteran runner and seasoned triathlete, Paul Shoemacker joined the club with
what he would admit was at best very limited triathlon experience but a whole lot of heart
and Jamie Corcoran who demonstrated early on he knew how to come from behind on
he run to pressure the leaders.
Jamie started brightly winning the Senior Men's in his opening two events. But then an
extremely busy work schedule settled in and everyone noticed it was becoming tougher
for him to maintain the form he had shown. Jamie continued to storm ahead with the
points and it was up to the two Paul's to commit themselves to the fact that this season
was being run over 12 races and they would have to work hard and find points in the
second half of the season. Dedicating himself to the cause it was Paul Shoemacker who
wowed everyone at Paris. But it was Paul Betts who took the points at Vichy meaning
with only 2 races to go it was extremely tight at the top. Paul Shoemacker picked up
another win at Chantilly effectively ending Jamies chances and then in the final race of
the season he beat Betts to claim the points and become a well deserved champion.

18

C. ANDREWS

F

2

18.75

19

C. DELEBECQUE

SM

1

18

19

P. VERNETTI

F

2

18

21

A. COPSEY

F

2

13

22

C. CHEETHAM

SM

2

11.5

23

D. SPEIGHT

VM

2

9

24

A. GADOMSKA

F

1

7.5

25

L. BENEZECH

VM

1

6

26

T. PRICE

SM

2

5

Females
Charlotte started the season as the out and out favourite for this competition but with
new recruits Kristine & Caitlin suddenly nothing was sure. When Kristina learns to
swim she will also be dangerous but for the moment even she can admit she can't
compete against these girls yet yet.
Considering the ladies came 4th in the league shows the level of our key performers
(Charlotte, Kristine, Kristina). People like Kristina are capable of clawing back
positions on the bike and the run but whoever wants to challenge Charlotte next year
needs to be able to match her in all three disciplines.

Tri- Pads

“Tri Pads” - the only way to fly
The Latest innovation in Triathlete
comfort has arrived
The Tri-Pad 'hides where it hurts'
making those 100km rides feel great
Available in Tangy Orange, Magic
Tree Mint and Saucy Strawberry
flavours

Val might look wet, but in reality
he is really feeling quite 'fresh'

Unique multilayered absorbent padding means your
ride will be dry and comfy........whatever the weather !
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Meudon – Super Sprint Triathlon – 11 th March

The Triathlon season 2012 got off to a cracking start with this heart pounding competition, which nearly didn't happen at all due to the dubious team decision to cycle the 10km
from Paris to the event - everything was fine until the last 250m, a huge hill up to the registration which felt like a vertical climb, and left the team exhausted before they even
registered !!
Having registered and posed for photos, on the advise of a friendly local they went out to
discover the run and realised that the hill they just cycled up was in fact the same hill they would
Seb
29:07
50/120
be running up - several times !!
As this was a very new experience for everyone, there were a few nerves as they stood by the
Nick
29:24
53/120
poolside having the race briefing, which was, happily, brief. Then into the water and starting with
one hand on the back wall, blasting off for 300m swim, which is surprisingly quick although Jamie
Jamie
30:31
61/120
made it look long and difficult, encouragingly Kristina was not the last to finish even though she
breast stroked the whole way.
Caitlin
31:42
72/120
Add to this the fact that nick was on the farthest side of the pool, which meant he had to run past
everyone to get out and it was looking close - he took the opportunity to slap everyones backKristina 32:45
80/120
sides as he passed first to go out on the run - although most of them enjoyed this encouragement,
Jamie liked it too much set his seasons goal to return the favour !
As the run was in circles around the park, everyone could see and cheer each other on, which was great, on the final hill nick found some strength somewhere and caught Seb and
overtook him, only to be re-overtaken 2 minutes later as the final hill got the better of him.
A narrow win in the end for Seb, Nick second and a red faced charging Jamie third, who frankly didn't want to stop and nearly asked if he could go again - Caitlin 4th looking great
for her first ever triathlon, and Kristina even though handicapped with the swim finished ahead of many others to notch up another triathlon finish.

Etampes - Sprint Triathlon – 29th April

Bish

1:14:14

118

Jamie
1:17:30
141
After months of training the ExpaTRIés were ready to hit the road running (or the lake swimming) in the first real race of Challenge ExpaTRIés.
Charlotte, Kristine, Kristina and Caitlin were ready to roll until the announcement that the swim portion had been cancelled and it was now a run
Rich
1:17:57
146
bike run. Because of recent marathon injuries (most of the girls only came for the swim) this left only Charlotte in a position to compete.
Charlotte does triathlon like a homeless person, a borrowed pair of leggings and no real bike shoes made her stand out from the field for all the
Paul S
1:25:36
195
wrong reasons. That was until the race started and she carved out an impressive 5km run. She followed this up with a steady (windy) bike ride
before sailing home in a respectable 1hr24mins - 20th female across the line.
cha cha 1:24:05
20
It may have been cold but the ExpaTRIés picnic was in full force. David and Richard ignored all pre-race nutrition guidelines and decided to
drink a bottle of wine to wash down the pizzas, hot dogs and potato salad that had been lovingly prepared the night before. Jamie, Dan and Paul
Dani
1:26:06
198
appeared to be taking things more seriously, sipping powerade with a peanut butter sandwich. Rabi meanwhile thought duathlon would be too
easy and quietly set about the last minute touches to his bike which looked remarkably like a velib.
1:43:22
The race started and the wine tactic seemed to pay off as Richard and David stormed to sub 20minute 5kms. Jamie took second place heading intoRabi
transition while
Dan, Paul 218
and
Rabi streaked in closely behind.
The bike course was rolling with only one notable hill but lots and lots of wind, this was where Davids experience showed as he extended his lead. Richard caught sight of Jamie in
transition but Jamie would soon look back and up his stride as his powerful / madman running style created a 27 second gap between him and his semi drunk team mate.
It was all smiles at the finish as David finished with perfect hair, Jamie with less hair. Richard followed them in then 7minutes later followed by Paul who did a great job recovering from
his marathon misery. Dan crossed the line and then Rabi rounded the final corner. Tired but happy, the question remains will he take the same bike for his next race..... and will Velib
let him ?!

Versailles - Sprint Triathlon - 6 May
th

It was a cold morning with a consistent threat of rain, but that didn't stop Andrea, Caitlin, Kristine, Charlotte
and Pascale sliding into the icy cold water. The day had started well for Kristine who while putting on her
wetsuit stepped bare footed into something unpleasant that a dog had left behind! The narrow swim start
meant a mass of bodies headed towards the first buoy but it was Charlotte who came out first, closely followed
by Caitlin and Kristine.
The bike course was tight and technical and it was here that Caitlin made her move to lead the team.
Arguably the most exciting part was the bike to run transition which involved a running steep descent while
holding the bike as gravity did it's best to make you fall over. As the 5 km run came to an end Caitlin was the
first to cross the line followed by Charlotte, Kristine, Pascale and then Andrea. We should give credit to
Pascale who never seemed to stop smiling for the entire race.
Next up was the mens race......The first question that needed to be answered was had Paul B finally learned
how to swim (he hadn't) and would Matt start making excuses before he had his wetsuit on (he did) the next
question was how good were the new guys? David, Jamie and Tibo are new to the team but had all previous
form, plus Rabi turned up with a suspiciously expensive looking bike. We knew David must be good as he
sported an attractive aero helmet
The swim was not fast but it was furious with Tibo and David setting the pace. The draft legal bike course
gave some of us the chance to work together to gain positions and kudos to Seb for ensuring Matt kept
pushing. The 2 lap run course was the first chance to see how the positions had settled after the bike leg and
they didn't change. David crossed the line in first followed by Richard and then a closely knitted pack of Seb,
Valentin, Matt and Paul B. Not far behind was Paul S and Rabi. Next one is an Olympic distance where Nick
will be back to see if he can recover from his humiliating defeat at the hands of Seb earlier in the season.

Enghien – Decouverte & Olympic Triathlon - 27 th May

Bish

1:18:07

Rich

1:25:19

Matt

1:27:13

Val

1:27:22

Tibo

1:28:05

Seb

1:28:10

Jamie

1:28:32

Paul B

1:30:51

Paul S

1:36:35

Rabi

1:49:13

Caitlin

1:32:38

Cha Cha

1:33:52

Kristine

1:40:04

Pascale

1:51:42

Andrea

1:57:28

Enghien is known as the "Wake-up call" and acts as the first 'real' competition of the season - it doesn't disappoint.
First up in the morning was the Decouverte team - Kristina, whose objective was to do the entire swim properly, and (as it was their first Triathlon) Paul and James had 1 simple
objective – Survive. But they all did more than that, K managing an encouragingly good time in the water - then, as is her style, 'Dominating' the bike and run, almost catching up
the 3rd place in her category. When she learns to swim properly this one will be dangerous.
Paul and James were relatively evenly matched and made a good competition of it between them, until James (with perhaps slightly younger legs) managed to pull away on the
run. Finishing only 10 secs in front of Paul, and all 3 finishing in the top half of the list ;-)
The most painful part of this triathlon was walking barefoot to the swim start - some Genius in public office had decided to have the area resurfaced, but in what was clearly a
budget orientated decision they used some horrible black tar, that held the heat and was sharp. Which meant to and from transition barefoot was nasty !
As usual the team were the last to enter the water, Dan not helping matters by putting his wetsuit on back-to-front, then Richard thinking he was cool and somersaulting off the
board into the water. (he wasn't) Nick out first then, a good 4 mins ahead of Seb, with Rich and Kristine out of the water together just behind. Although he is making
improvements on the swim, Betts left the water a full 12 mins behind Nick, but for the first time ever he wasn't last, thanks to Dan !
The cycle is the key to this race, a real nasty climb - every time you think you are at the top, you turn and there is more - then you realise you have to do it 3 times ! There is
potential to 'lap' people while doing the loops so you never know where you are. No major changes in team positions, although Valentin managed to catch Richard up, and as
they came into T2 they looked close (in fact I think they were holding hands) Betts had a good ride, but was still way back thanks to the swim, and Paul S put in a very strong
bike ride to keep him in contention.
The run is where you find out if you pushed too hard too early or not. Valentin quickly stopped holding hands with Rich and set about catching up Seb in 2nd place. For Rich it
was all about holding on as Betts was putting in his characteristic strong performance on the run. Kristine was in 'just get round' mode, and Paul S confirmed he had pushed too
hard too early. For his first time at the distance Dan was learning what his body could do, and although bringing up the rear put in a good run.
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Andresy - Sprint Triathlon – 1st July

This is the perfect warm-up competition for the Paris Triathlon, 1 week before, so everyone was watching to get an indication of other team member form. Francesca realised that she
had gotten confused between 'wetsuit' and 'tri-suit' and hence didn't have one, but again the organisers came to our aid and found a spare wetsuit, and after some last minute repairs
the whole team were <just about> ready for the off ......and a strange 'off' it was, sliding down the grassy bank into the waist deep water. We had worked out just prior to the start that
we would be swimming left first off all (so against the current) however there didn't appear to be any line, so we all just swam over to the middle of the river. Couldn't be sure if they
actually said start or not, but suddenly everyone started swimming, so we went too. The swim was pretty nice, 200m or so upstream, then the remaining 550m downstream, nice and
easy. Thibaut was the first out of the water, however only a few seconds ahead of Nick and Thibaut was overtaken in the Transition zone while he dusted off his feet and applied the
talcum powder.
The bike course twisted and turned through the town immediately after the transition, which was a disadvantage to anyone who decided to put their shoes on while riding the bike (like
Dave B) although if truth be told he was just annoyed that Thibaut wouldn't let him borrow the talc. Two laps round a nice course with a good hill in the middle, the warm afternoon
sunshine meant you dried out pretty quickly, although not quickly enough for Rabi, who had new bike 'teething problems' and had to retire after the first lap due to technical difficulties.
Nick maintained his lead off the bike and onto the run, an out and back along the river bank - so nice a flat - something worth attacking, he was about 1km in when he saw the winner
on his way to the finish line, so only about 3km behind, which might not seem much - but when you are competing at max intensity it feels like a long way !
There were a number of supporters awaiting the team at the finishing line which was hidden the other side of a pretty little garden which you are very tempted to run through (instead
of around) to get to the end, Nick comfortably finished ahead of Dave who was paying from having perhaps a little too much 'Pride' the night before, then came Valentin making the run
look easy, and Thibaut who had manged to only lose a couple of places after his excellent swim. - 16 team members finishd in the end and we scored some great points in the league.

Paris - Olympic Triathlon – 8th July

Vichy – HIM - 19th August

So, the big event, months of preparation, hours of training, early betting said it would be
between Nick and Camille, but an on-form Dave or Valentin were outside possibilities,
one thing was clear - It was an early start.
As usual the entry into the water is too small to cater for the 1500 people who all want to
get into the water at the same time, so many (including yours truly) decided to jump into
the water from the riverbank, a senseless risk on reflection, but good fun ! When the 2nd
wave started, Jamie was still on the riverbank enjoying a pre-race coke when he heard
the gun go and as the stairs were still full of people he had to make a pretty quick entry
over the side as well - although this probably didn't effect his overall time much.
Daylight had well and truly broken, but due to the ominous clouds and the strong winds it
didn't really feel like a summers day, but at least it wasn't raining ! Onto the bike and
Nick was steaming ahead,But disaster strikes and nick gets not one....but two punctures
and has to smile politely as the others from the first wave (Matt, Rich, Seb, and Paul S)
all thunder past in their pelotons. Happily no-one in the team decided to try a 'chute' perhaps we are just not aggressive enough ! The only slight fracas involved Dave B who
'fell' on-top of another competitor, but he had no physical abrasions to prove this.
After the worlds longest distance transition it was onto the run - a new route this year -1
loop but only 8.5km, but when you include the transition distance it is easily 10km. A
quick cross over the bridge then up the Trocadero to the pretty girls with their pom poms
who apparently are not too expensive to hire and may be worth looking into for the next
house party. Matt had already finished and gone home by the time Nick arrived though,
and 10 mins later Camille and Thibaut appeared which meant they had both done great
times starting in wave 2.

If anyone ever needed proof that Triathletes are hedonistically masochistic, this
was their opportunity ."You are participating in the Triathlon Challenge Vichy in
exceptional climatic conditions, the level 2 heatwave plan has been triggered"
Kristine and family where already there waiting for us at transition when we
arrived, I think I speak for all when I say that it is so important to have support at
these races, and we were all very glad to see the little troublemakers running
around. A few last minutes pumps of tyres, and of course last minute bike issues
for James, and it was time to don those fluorescent caps. Those with exceptional
physiques decided to only wear shorts, those that didn't decided to use the trisuit.The run was what it all came down to, Nick was looking good some 17mins
ahead of Val in 2nd place, Seb was marginally ahead of Rich battling it out for
3rd getting into transition 10mins later, then James and Paul S about 20mins
after them, and finally Paul B a few more minutes behind but making up ground
quickly after behing so far behind after the swim.
Nobody hit a PB for half marathon in this heat, although Valentin was the
strongest round gaining a few minutes on Nick but not enough to beat him to the
line. Seb came in next - this years Ironman looking comfortable as he cruised
over the line.
As usual Paul B showed that what he loses on the swim he makes up for on the
run, overtaking 3 team mates to come in 4th. Having been so close to Seb, Rich
died in the last 5km clearly due to the excessive heat and did well to just get in
before James who put in a very impressive first performance. Honors of the day
go to Paul S who shrugged off the fatigue, the heat and several inuries this
season to be able to run the whole way round (we don't count water station
walks) and to cross the line with a huge smile and to the applause of all the other
team-mates waiting at the finish. (except for richard who was on a drip!)

Sartrouville - Sprint Triathlon

It was a star-studded conclusion to the Expatriates Challenge on under the hot sun at Sartrouville on Sunday, 9 September. The Brownlee brothers were in town to race with their
team in Sartrouville along with a wide assortment of teams for the Ile-de-France league including the upstart Expatries; James, Paul's (Betts, Guillochon, & Shoemaker), and Sean.
It was a day of the veterans, with James being the only Senior in the mix for a show down of youth versus age.
It was also the day when the Exparties Challenge Veterans championship was to be decided with Shoe, Jamie, and Betts all running neck and neck in the points race. Unfortunately
Jamie succumbed to a ham string injury earlier in the week, or he might have broke under pressure and played limp. Knowing Jamie, he had to be hurt real bad not to show up to
this race and we wish him a speedy recovery.
Sartrouville is a compact sprint, with an out and back swim (against then with the current), three loops on the bike punctuated by one very steep but short hill and a very technical
course with lots of turns, and then a double-ended out and back run which gives the runners two looks at the competition coming up from behind. Like all things triathlon, plan on last
minute changes. The swim was supposed to have been a short upstream section followed by a long downstream leg to come out at the transition point. Rather than having to make
the long walk to the start, we put in and came out at the same point with up and back triangle shaped course and a very short trip to the T1 zone. After a false start caused by an
enthusiastic fire boat captain, the racers regrouped and the gun went off.
Surprisingly, Shoe emerged from the water first, with Sean 20 seconds back and James another 40 seconds back. Betts and Paul G brought up the back. Shoe struggled with his
wetsuit while Sean took a seat to put on socks. James made a lightening fast transition, which left he and Shoe headed out of T1 together. Quickly Shoe took the lead and never
looked back. On the bike everyone had the pleasure of being lapped by the Brownlees and the elites, but it was nice to actually see them on the course and give them a French
shout-out, "Allez Brownlees"! Back to the race, everyone held their own on the bike, keeping it competitive for the run. Unfortunately Paul G succumbed to the technical course and
went down, not too hard, at a round about. He got back up and finished the day, sporting a little road rash to mark him as a gritty and determined triathlete.
Shoe led out on the run, with James, Betts, and Sean all giving chase. Taking a right out of transition you run down the quay, double back and get the opportunity to see who is
where, run a long stretch down the quay, double back again, and then finish with a 300 meter run through a neighbourhood to come into the park and hit the finish line. Shoe made it
to the first double back and shortly after saw James coming up and Betts chasing hard, with Sean bring up the rear.
On the long hot stretch Betts caught and passed James, who just didn't have enough in the tank, and set his sights and his strong run on Shoe. At the next double back Shoe could
see Betts giving chase and, with bragging rights on the line, Shoe kicked it up a notch to open the gap and finish with a strong negative split to secure the win and the Veterans
championship. Betts followed a mere 23 seconds latter and James took the third place honours about 4 minutes down. Sean was nowhere to be found after 10 plus minutes, so we
spread out to look for him. He got gassed in the heat, not having the Vichy conditioning of the others, but managed to finish the race and get a free pass to the medical tent for a 10
minute time out. Paul G picked himself up after his fall on the bike, focused on the task at hand, and put his head down to come across the finish line in good time.
After the race we got the chance to talk with the Brownlees, putting in a good word about the Expatries Triathlon Club to Johnny Brownlee, and collect some autographs. It was a
good race, a fun day, and all finished and will live to race another day. Plus, we can all earned the bragging rights about the day we raced OLYMPIANS!
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Can 2013 get any better ?
ExpaTRIés Challenge 2012
The first year of the ExpaTRIés challenge has seen some amazing stories written, but 2013 is going to be
even better - Planning is the key to this, so pick your events from the list and get training

Remember, the team is there to help you so in addition to this training events will be scheduled and we will
even have some pros come and give us some tips – anything else you want – let us know.......
Top ten things you say to yourself when you struggling to
finish:

You know you’re a triathlete if you . . .

10. At least I beat Kristina out of the water.
9. Why is Rabi carrying his bike?
8. Look good; Kristine and the kids are just ahead.
7. I wonder if Betts has finished the swim?
6. I am NOT going to get chicked, damn I got chicked! “Agrhh, Charlotte slow
down!”
5. If only I had an elipitlodial planetary drive Death Star bike like James.
4. How much of his body did Richard shave??
3. Why is Val’s hair perfect?
2. WWSD? (What would Seb do?)
And the Number 1 thing to say to yourself when you are struggling to finish:
1. If only I was more like Nick.

. . . think public nudity is perfectly acceptable.

Hear, hear LADIES, Triathlon is also for us !!

Several reasons to start triathlon and join our Super Club ….
While we, ladies, might be sulking on the subject… (Well I am!), we could join the infamous
Expatriés Triathlon Club.
Our club has an average of 38 members, 12 of which are female. This is a 31.5% ratio.
The board of directors is half male and half female. We meet once a month and while being
informal and jovial, we still follow our President ‘s agenda to the T !
We offer friendly (and mostly realistic) time trainings, which can be easily followed by mothers
and even business ladies : two of our members fall in that category.
The weekly more intensive trainings (running, swimming or biking are popular with both ladies
and men triathletes) happen at weekends. As an example we have a Tuesday training called
‘for the girls but not only’ where we meet at Jardin du Luxembourg or we run a popular ‘bike
and run delight ‘ to Versailles.
One of our female Triathletes, Charlotte obtained the ranking of number 22 in the 2011 Paris
triathlon. It was Charlotte’s second triathlon !
Several times a year the club organises a workshop to learn how to change a tire (I have
committed to becoming an expert at it for the Vichy half Ironman next September ) We also
have professionals, Roger and Karsten, who kindly comes and helps us ladies.
It’s also customary to organize a picnic , at least once a year for Paris triathlon and the
children and spouses are more than welcome. This year we even had some great little
helpers the day before the triathlon to hand out the bib to the athletes : thank you so much to
Kristine’s great girls, they were fabulous !
One of the most important values of the club, and this is the main reason why I personally like
it so much, is the fact that it’s customary for more experienced triathletes to coach new
comers and less experienced triathletes, being female or male. Thanks to this system, I
managed to reach my goal of biking over 100km last May.
Our president Nick Lamb, is always available to demonstrate how to disassemble bike for an
away competition.
One last reason is that I need some help to overtake the chaps while training in Longchamps
hippodrome. It’s called being chicked and believe me they do not like it very much …
especially the French chaps ! So come on and join me in this crusade of chicking as many as
we can !
Pascale Vernetti – VF 2

. . . find nipple chaffing a serious dinner topic

. . . have ever had a hickie on the BACK of your neck.
. . . have more carbon fiber between your legs than money in the bank
account.
. . . know that Lycra is not a fabric, but a lifestyle.
. . . practice removing your wetsuit in your living room (and then dancing?).
. . . (for newbies) wonder where the other guys got those cool wetsuits that zip
up in the back?
. . . have more chain grease on your hands, clothes, and calves, than on your
chain.
. . . have ever had a team mate ask you to wipe the vomit stains off your face
after a race.
. . . prefer your drinks intravenously.
. . . wear your race medal to dinner.
. . . sweet talk old men in the Bois into changing your tyre.
.. . . practice your photo finish pose so you look good when you arrive - last.

Rich
Drip

Join the
the guys
next
sunday in
the first
annual Kilt
and Krawl
Run

